
[Video] Galaxy Buds Live
Challenge, Part 5: Going All
Out with a Taekwondo Player

Galaxy Buds Live are Samsung Electronics’ latest open-type
earbuds with a one-of-a-kind aesthetic, leading audio quality
bolstered by AKG’s sound expertise and Active Noise
Cancellation for a truly immersive earbud experience. What’s
more, Galaxy Buds Live feature a revolutionary ergonomic,
tip-less design that conforms to the shape of your ear for all-
day comfort.

But just how effectively does this convention-defying design
hold up when used for some of the most dynamic and
movement-heavy activities out there? Samsung Newsroom
handed over pairs of Galaxy Buds Live to several movement
experts to really put them to the test.

Taekwondo, a world-renowned Korean martial art, is a
combative sport that differentiates itself from other martial
art traditions with its emphasis on head-level kicks, jumping,
spinning kicks and other fast movement techniques that really
test the stamina of the competitor.

Given the sport’s emphasis on powerful striking and kicking
moves, it certainly stands as a good way to test the hold of
the Galaxy Buds Live. Take a look at the video below to see
whether or not the Galaxy Buds Live managed to pass the fifth
installment of the Galaxy Buds Live challenge.

Stay tuned to Samsung Newsroom for the next installment in
the Galaxy Buds Live challenge series.
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